JTS Speaks Out on Use of Single Surgeon Teams

The JTS Committee on Surgical Combat Casualty Care (CoSCCC) has stepped up to address the risks involved with the increasing use of single surgeon teams (SSTs) in deployed environments. The intent is to inform medical leaders, medical planners, operational commanders, and those who generate Service requirements of the potential risks of overutilization of SSTs. An SST is a surgical team which consists of one qualified general surgeon with current and relevant trauma experience. The rise in SSTs is driven out of a necessity to meet operational demands. The realities of the deployed environment frequently require commanders and surgical teams to do more with less, while trying to mitigate risks and save lives. While SSTs unquestionably have a role, this is balanced with the risk of decreased capability and capacity. SSTs therefore have the potential to fill the gap between point of injury and delivery of the patient to a Role 2 facility by providing immediate life-saving treatment in the shortest time possible after injury. Nonetheless, single surgeon teams remain fundamentally limited by their size. Limited resources and lack of redundancy mean that SSTs are easily overwhelmed and cannot provide prolonged care for patients. SSTs are also limited in terms of their interoperability in a joint environment, given that they are not standardized across the different branches of the service.

CoSCCC acknowledges that mobile SSTs, when located close to point of injury, can provide faster treatment for patients exhibiting mild to moderate injuries. With proper training, supplies, and support from medical evacuation assets, SSTs may be effective in mitigating the risks imposed by time and distance between the battlefield and more comprehensive care facilities. However, SSTs are not a substitute for traditional Role 2 surgical teams. When distance is not a factor, SSTs are associated with poorer outcomes overall than multi-surgeon teams, even if the casualty exhibits injuries which the SST is theoretically capable of treating. As such, standard Role 2 Teams are always preferable to SSTs, and if possible should be used in place of an SST in any given Area of Operations. If this is not possible, the SSTs must be employed in a manner which accounts for their inherent limitations. CoSCCC emphasizes that SSTs cannot exist as ad-hoc entities. The spontaneous formation of SSTs in theater (as has been the case in the past) increases risks across the board, from mission, to force, to the SST members themselves. CoSCCC believes that there will continue to be operational requirements for small, mobile surgical teams, which may involve SSTs. SSTs should therefore be organized, trained, and logistically integrated in advance, so that they can be utilized effectively with minimal risk to mission and force and maximum benefit to patients.

The CoSCCC paper includes a list of recommendations which cover logistical and training requirements and the need for standard, consistent capabilities. Read the report and its recommendations at https://jts.amedd.army.mil/assets/docs/cosccc/CoSCCC_Position_Statement_on_Single_Surgeon_Teams.pdf

CCMD Dashboards Offer 24/7 Access to Mission-Critical Data

The Combatant Commands (CCMD) Trauma System (CTS) Operations Branch is working to make mission-critical data more accessible to CCMD surgeons to facilitate strategic and operational decision making efforts in their theaters of operation. CTS is collaborating with JTS data scientists to build interactive dashboards tailored to the unique needs of CCMDs. The initial JTS COVID-19 dashboards were so well received by DHA/DoD leadership and the community that JTS decided to expand its portfolio of dashboards for trauma care improvement and CTS trauma system management.

The CCMD dashboards will provide 24/7 access to invaluable insights and actionable data CCMD surgeons require to make informed decisions; these dashboards would replace quarterly reports to CCMDs. Traditional reports and high-level presentations were limited since the reports couldn’t provide detailed comparisons of the military medical treatment facilities (MTF) within the CCMDs. Now CCMD leaders can dig deep into issues and identify associated data they can then request from JTS.

The CTS Branch included CCMD leadership in development discussions to determine what would be useful to them. Filters can narrow data to a specific CCMD MTF, patient group, time frame, and other criteria; users can view data for specific groups of casualties, time frames, or outcomes; and the dashboard can display side-by-side comparisons of CCMDs, MTFs, and units. For example, CCMD leaders can examine their MTF volumes for each fiscal quarter over the last 6 years in one graph. The flexibility of the dashboard puts CCMD leaders in a position to provide educated answers to countless questions they may have about their trauma system’s performance.

“The Chinese military strategist, Sun Tzu, famously said, ‘If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles.’ CTS dashboards will enable combatant commanders and surgeons to thoroughly study their medical readiness and outcomes of their patient care, thus, allowing them to implement process improvement measures,” JTS CTS Operations Branch Chief COL Jay Baker stated.

“CTS dashboards are powerful tools to fulfill the JTS vision of ‘every Soldier, Sailor, Airman and Marine injured on the battlefield or in any theater of operations will be provided with the optimum chance for survival and maximum potential for functional recovery.’”
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From the Desk of the JTS Chief

The Rebuilding of DoD Trauma Registry

A few words from JTS Chief Col Stacy A Shackelford, USAF, MC, Trauma Surgeon

The DoD Trauma Registry (DoDTR) is the largest combat casualty care registry ever established. Data from the DoDTR has changed the face of combat casualty care and even civilian trauma.

Why do we need to mess with success and develop a “new registry?”

First, it is important to understand the difference between the registry as a complete capability and JTS registry software, a tool to facilitate our mission. The registry capability involves a complex team of management, registrars, quality assurance technicians, data sharing experts, data storage, information technology specialists, registry software staff and more. The registry software is an important piece of our capability but only one part of the system.

The JTS registry team has invested tremendous effort over the past two decades to tailor the registry to meet the DoD needs, update the data fields, and incorporate the internal logic that facilitates manual data abstraction. The team has also invested many hours to sustain the needed contracts and authority to operate the software on the DoD network.

The current software is an outstanding platform to support manual data abstraction. Over the past 20 years, manual data abstraction has been essential to hunting down the bits of handwritten information needed to complete registry data.

What does the future of the DoDTR look like?

The Defense Health Agency (DHA) is working to re-establish the DoDTR and pandemic registry on a DHA platform that accepts data from more sources. One such source is the Military Health System (MHS) information platform (MIP), a cloud-based medical information space which consolidates data from electronic health records and other data sources. An example of another data feed is the Defense Casualty Information Processing System (DCIPS). DCIPS is the single authorized system for casualty reporting in the DoD which tracks casualty data pertaining to service members and their families. JTS is working to establish a data-sharing agreement with DCIPS to allow transfer of data on reported casualties. This is the denominator. JTS needs to identify all casualties, including ones that were previously missing records.

Lessons from the pandemic registry development project have given us a glimpse of what a war with a large number of casualties will look like.

Rapid data processing to support leadership decision making is essential. Rapid shifts in injury patterns can only be detected at the speed of acquiring and analyzing available data. The DoD requires immediate data collection and analysis that can only occur with pre-established data feeds into a registry with performance metrics consolidated onto dashboards. From the JTS perspective, we understand that this type of data transfer from multiple sources is less detailed and, in some cases, less accurate than manually abstracted data. However, rapid data collection on large numbers of casualties has been integral to the pandemic response and will be essential in future conflicts.

The JTS mission has expanded to become the “reference body for trauma” for the entire DoD. This means JTS must increase its data involving all DoD trauma care, including in-garrison care, training accidents, and all deployed environments. Such large-scale data can only be collected through automated processes, understanding that this is surveillance-level data from electronic health records that may contain inaccuracies, such as diagnosis codes assigned by physicians.

What will happen with manually abstracted data? This will remain the gold standard and will be essential to improving casualty treatment and outcomes over the long term. Detailed data collection and accurate coding remain the core of the DoDTR. We understand that such data collection can only occur at a limited speed with approximately a 2-month delay in reporting. However over the long run, this detail is needed to drive performance improvement and clinical practice guidelines.

We envision a future where a combination of better electronic documentation at the point of care, consolidation of electronic health records into MHS Genesis, partial automation of data collection where it can be done accurately, and augmented data collection with accurate coding by highly trained registrars leads to a complete picture of trauma in the DoD.

Learn About JTS and What We Do

PJ Medcast Interview with JTS Chief Col Shackelford:
https://afspecialwarfare.com/217-the-joint-trauma-system/

JTS Chief Col Shackelford and Deputy Chief Dr. Spott talk pandemic data management:
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JTS Analyzes Search and Rescue After Action Reports to Uncover Deficiencies, Develops Performance Improvement Metrics

The JTS PI and CTS Operations branches published in-depth review of after action reports (AARs) from over 252 search and rescue (SAR) missions from 2018 - 2021. The report is in response to the U.S. Navy SAR’s request that JTS assess its operations. It analyzes the context in which Naval SAR operations occurred as well as medical procedures and patient demographics. JTS identified deficiencies in equipment, personnel, and documentation and developed a list of PI metrics. The need for standardization is keenly felt in the field.

AAR comments reinforce the need for standardized equipment like cardiac kits, medication kits, and advanced life support tools. For example, SAR crews report they do not have the equipment or skills to perform rapid intubation of patients. The report was unable to conclude whether or not standardized medication kits are available to SAR teams. The report did find skills of attendant medical personnel vary considerably across SAR missions. Thirty-one percent of missions were executed by a single EMT-B, while 19% were executed by a single EMP-P, and 17% were executed by two medical attendants. In some cases, both a registered nurse and physician were present, while other times only one was present.

JTS identified opportunities for improving documentation. Vague or incomplete information in the after action reports makes it more difficult to conduct accurate assessments. Accurate information is critical for mission success. Casualty classification was one area of deficiency. The report found that there is only an 81% overall accuracy in the casualty classification. This puts casualty classification high on the list of performance improvement (PI) priorities. Casualty classification includes all the critical information of the patient, most notably the type and severity of injury and location of the patient. It is imperative that patients are accurately classified at the start of the mission, since this determines everything from prioritizing patient care to the medical and logistical resources. A key metric for success is the comparison between the dispatched category and the assessed category of the casualty. Dispatch’s casualty classification should match the classification assessed upon the arrival at the mission destination. Having accurate information upfront is critical for SAR teams to accurately triage the casualty in advance, which dictates urgency, timing, equipment, and all other areas of mission prep.

Inconsistent SAR documentation impacts the ability for SAR teams to record accurate information. For example, the DA4700 form has a list of specific mechanisms of injury (MOI), which are tailored towards battlefield en route care and not necessarily applicable to SAR operations. JTS reported roughly one fifth (55 out of 252 cases) of SAR cases recorded the MOI as either “other” or left blank. “Other” or left unchecked ultimately makes the data less useful and harder to interpret. In cases of hypothermia, the patient’s temperature was only recorded in 13% of cases. An emphasis on documentation training may fill the gaps in SAR documentation.

The situation is further complicated by the fragmented nature of the available guidance for SAR teams. JTS discovered SAR teams rely on guidelines from multiple sources, bringing into question source credibility and guidance consistency.

The lack of training is at the root of the deficiencies. Additionally, actual mission engagements do not provide for redundancy which would lead to proficiency, proving that personnel training is of paramount importance. For instance, in one exercise, Special Operations assets had to be utilized for Casualty Evacuation (CASEVAC) purposes because the CASEVAC plan proved insufficient during the course of the exercise. The AARs recommended regular testing and evaluation of CASEVAC plans.

Response to the JTS SAR report has been positive and supportive. LCDR Paul Roszkó, Director of Emergency Medical Services, Navy Medical Forces, called the report “excellent” and viewed the findings as an opportunity to improve trauma training across the Services. The report prompted Roszkó to question why there is not standardized casualty cards or simulations. He would like to take real-life cases and turn them into vignettes or simulations for squadron training. JTS does include an example of a SAR casualty vignette as a tool to improve SAR training.

“‘The data is clear that the SAR community does a lot more than just treat trauma patients,’” said Roszkó. “Perhaps identifying a few common medical cases or other types of commonly encountered injuries and specifying what our ‘standard of care’ reference point is would allow the JTS PI team to provide more feedback on the quality of care provided.”

JTS wants to acknowledge Navy SAR efforts in improving the quality of their patient care documentation, and will continue to support this special community with performance improvement review and analysis of patient care records.

Submit requests for the full report to: dha.jbsa.j-3.list.jts-prehospital@mail.mil

JTS SAR Recommendations

1. Encourage all rescuers to conduct and document mission debriefs using the DA4700 Patient Care AAR. This information is kept confidential and separate from the patient care record when submitted to the JTS. These comments are valuable to the individual team and can assist other rescuers in the form of retrospective lessons learned that we can collate in these type of reports to the field.

2. Review interoperability of equipment utilization across SAR units, standardization of equipment and supplies as well as protocols (clinical practice guidelines [CPGs]) is helpful in ensuring best outcomes of casualties.

3. Consider standardization of medication kits that could be made available to the appropriate rescuers. The Standard Medical Operating Guidelines (SMOG) referenced previously has a published medication kit with list of meds and sample kit organization.

4. Consider a simple standardized list of mechanisms of injury that can be used to facilitate data analysis, training/education materials and essential task lists.

5. Consider using vignettes like the one included at the end of this report. Potentially use in table top exercises, simulated casualty rescue, etc. JTS is happy to create more.

6. Utilize the enclosed references (TCCC, SMOG, CPGs) to synchronize SAR specific clinical care policies, procedures and protocols.

7. Utilize the PI cases to highlight blood transfusion capabilities, protocols and training of rescue personnel.

8. Increase emphasis on the complete documentation of assessment findings (to include complete vital signs: HR, BP, RR, Temp, SpO2).

9. Consider increasing skill sets in the identification of possible TBI/Head Injury and the subsequent interventions necessary to maximize the outcomes of these casualties.

10. Mandate 100% documentation of SAR missions and develop a central electronic portal for submittal. Routine reports such as this one will be more meaningful and can be used for operational/financial planning, education and training, and, protocol development within the SAR community.
DoD Trauma Registry Data in Action
Research, Studies Based on DoDTR Data


How to Request DoDTR Data

The requestor must be U.S. Military, U.S Government or sponsored by a U.S. Military or Government entity who will accept responsibility for safeguarding the data set and ensure all applicable DoD and Federal requirements are met by the non-Federal requestor. JTS does not help non-Federal requestors find DoD sponsors. DHA requires the end user of the data to be identified.

Issuance of identifiable data for research purposes is subject to oversight by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). If the protocol was reviewed by a non-DOD primary IRB, the DHA Human Research Protections Program must review research documentation.

1. Complete the Request for Information Worksheet to request counts of patients and determine if the DoDTR offers enough information for a particular research or performance improvement project.

2. Complete the DoDTR Data Request Form to specify the data elements as listed in the approved protocol.

3. Complete a Data Sharing Agreement Application (DSAA) and submit it to the DHA Privacy Office with the above forms. DHA may determine a MOU/ MOA. If one is needed, it must be signed prior to release of data. More requirements are listed in the DSAA.

4. DHA Privacy Office approves the DSAA. Once JTS is notified of DSAA approval, data will be queried/reviewed and released.

5. For more information, email the Data Release Branch at: mailto:dha.jbsa.j-3.list.jts-data-release@mail.mil
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**COMING SOON: CCMD TRAUMA SYSTEMS (CTS) TRAINING**

JTS is developing a CTS course for partners in accordance with DHA-PI 6040.06 Combatant Command (CCMD) Trauma System (CTS), 08 Sept 2020 which states all assigned CTS personnel will attend CTS-specific training to be hosted and funded by JTS. This course will be a mixture of on-line and in-person material. Intended audience: TMT members, JTS staff, and CCMD SG staff. The CTS team hopes the courses will be ready by late summer. Below is a planned curriculum under development.

### DAY 1
- Introduction to Course: JTS/CTS leadership
- Trauma systems: Why have them?
- JTS 101: Overview of Defense Center of Excellence for Trauma
- Trauma Management Teams: What are they?
- Doctrinal products: DHA-PI and CONOPS: What they say and what they don’t say
  - Trauma system capabilities
  - Trauma system core functions
- Introduction to Exercise #1: Situation Brief for Contingency
  Exercise: Civil Unrest and NEO Operation
- Contingency Operation – Deployment phases, Lessons learned: What would you have done differently during Phase 0 to prepare (site surveys, LN hospital operations, visits, exercises)
- CCMD and CCMD SG Office overviews
- OPLANs, Annex Q’s and Exercise Planning

### DAY 2
- Who’s who in the zoo: What do I get when the Services show up to play? (Compare and contrast Role 2 and Role 3.)
- Joint logistics and blood
- Patient movement
- TMT panel (TMD/TPM): Lessons learned from recent deployment
- Medical operations planning
- Introduction to Exercise #2: Full scale operations and medical support and lessons learned. What would you have done differently to prepare during phase 0. (site surveys, LN hospital operations, visits, exercises)
- Facilitate continuous stake-holder engagement, identify future HPMEMS requirements, and enable national trauma system.
- Optimize the direct care network as a readiness platform through evaluation of MTF pathways to trauma center verification and designation status.
- Create partnerships to optimize expeditionary medical skills development with a focus on HPMEMS.
- Recapture complex care workloads with emphasis on HPMEMS.
- Assess and enhance expeditionary medical skills training with focus on HPMEMS and simulation in support of Services Title 10 responsibilities.

Send inquiries to: DHA.JBSA.j-3.List.JTS-JTET@mail.mil

**JTET Turns its Attention to Highly Perishable Mission Essential Medical Skills (HPMEMS) Training**

Here’s how JTET plans to do it.

- Facilitate continuous stake-holder engagement, identify future HPMEMS requirements, and enable national trauma system.
- Optimize the direct care network as a readiness platform through evaluation of MTF pathways to trauma center verification and designation status.
- Create partnerships to optimize expeditionary medical skills development with a focus on HPMEMS.
- Recapture complex care workloads with emphasis on HPMEMS.
- Assess and enhance expeditionary medical skills training with focus on HPMEMS and simulation in support of Services Title 10 responsibilities.

Send inquiries to: DHA.JBSA.j-3.List.JTS-JTET@mail.mil

**SAVE THE DATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMBAT CASUALTY CARE</th>
<th>INDO-PACOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAR</strong> 31</td>
<td>Lessons Learned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APR</strong> 07</td>
<td>Tactical Combat Casualty Care Updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APR</strong> 14</td>
<td>How AMEDD mobilized for WWII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APR</strong> 26</td>
<td>NH Okinawa Trauma Capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAY</strong> 24</td>
<td>K9 Tactical Combat Casualty Care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPEAK UP, SAVE A LIFE**

**SIGN UP HERE**
giselle.r.moody.ctr@mail.mil

Speakers wanted for Thurs Combat Casualty Care Conferences. Share your trauma care stories and lessons learned to improve battlefield care.
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ARTICLES WHICH IMPACTED COMBAT CASUALTY CARE

JTS unofficially polled our trauma care partners and experts. JTS asked them what they considered to be the most influential papers in combat casualty care. Below are the answers.


